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Hoops FX/ NBA GameTime/ Collegiate Hoops
“The NBA Gametime by ICE has really helped old locations come to life. Our
bars and bowling alleys have seen a substantial increase in revenue thanks to the NBA
Gametimes. We are looking for more locations to add them to.”
Jordan Barberio
Barberio Music Company
“The NBA Game Time is a great piece to offer several of my sports bars, sports
complexes and game rooms as it is an interactive piece that can’t be played from a cell
phone. One of the greatest attributes of the piece is the smaller size. It seems to fit better
in some of our smaller settings such as bars/restaurants where the NBA Hoops didn't fit.
We also love the moving baskets. The coin drop has exceeded my expectations and I am
looking forward to the fall season. We currently have four machines and have two more
on the way.”
Thank you,
CJ Piccarreto
CAP Amusement
“We are extremely satisfied with NBA Game Time, not only in its tremendous
earnings but in its maintenance free design, ICE Games has produced a real winner here,
and knowing that this is an ICE Games product means it's not only built well, but will
bring us years and years of reliable play. After almost 10 years of having our FEC
struggle with six other basketball games from various manufacturers, including having
our last basketball game be down for 6 weeks during last summer's peak season as we
waited on parts to be shipped from overseas, we were super excited to see the release of
NBA Game Time at IAAPA 2016, it truly is the answer to arcade Basketball for any size
game room. Purchasing NBA GameTime was an absolute no brainier for us, knowing
that it’s made in the USA, by a company which stands behind its products, its priced right
and it beats the competition in reliability basket after basket. We would recommend
ICE's NBA GameTime to any street operator or FEC owner big or small!!”
Kind Regards,
Steven Olschewski
Clubhouse Fun Center
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